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1. Introduction

Software project estimation and measurement (PEM) has been researched extensively due to negative organizational and financial consequences of projects that fail to deliver desired functionalities and to meet nonfunctional quality requirements and that run late and out of budget. PEM aims at predicting the size, productivity, total effort and/or cost, and schedule of a project any time and as often as necessary before the end of the project. PEM is critical in complex software business networks where consumers acquire and integrate software from numerous providers through eSourcing, a business practice of looking for domestic or foreign providers capable of performing or subcontracting services previously performed in-house. PEM is deployed during six phases of the seven-phased eSourcing process [26].

There are numerous software estimation approaches [24; 44]. The most important ones rely on parametric estimation models [20; 43] that predict effort and/or cost based on historical project data and parameters such as the estimated size of software typically measured in lines of code or function points (fp) (e.g., COCOMO II [2], SLIM [36]). Measurement processes are crucial for managing system and software life cycle activities, assessing the feasibility of project plans, monitoring the adherence of project activities to those plans, and improving processes and products [18]. Estimation and measurement need to be closely linked to bridge project planning and execution throughout the project life-cycles. Yet, concepts combining both estimation and measurement process areas are scarcely available in the literature [29].

A comprehensive PEM concept and a commercially available software product supporting the concept have been developed by the Finnish Software Measurement Association (FiSMA). Several member organizations of FiSMA have been able to leverage the concept and the product in order to deliver their all projects consistently in time and in budget with the agreed upon functionality over the period of several years. In one member organization, the actual cost, time, and delivered functionality have systematically varied less than three per cent from the original estimates for several years. To our knowledge, similar results have not been obtained before.

The PEM concept consists of functional size measurement, delivery rate analysis, situation analysis, and reuse analysis. Functional sizes of the pieces of software to be produced are measured in function points by using standardized functional size measurement methods. Function points express the amount of business functionality an information system provides to users, independent of the technology used to implement the information system [17; 19]. The delivery rate is assessed in terms of the average number of development hours required in similar past development projects to deliver a function point. Situation analysis makes the estimates more precise by analyzing the factors that affect the development productivity or characterize the development circumstances. Reuse analysis further perfects the estimates by determining the rate of reuse of available domain artifacts and the reusability requirements of the pieces of software to be developed. The higher the rate of reuse, the lower the total effort needed in software development. The higher the reusability requirements of the software to be developed, the higher the total effort needed.

PEM is a set of knowledge-intensive business processes and thus critically dependent on effective information systems support. For example, internal project databases are needed to calculate the internal delivery rates.
International software project benchmarking and estimation systems and databases [12; 32; 33; 38] can then be used cost-effectively to benchmark the internal delivery rates with those of best-in-class local and international eSourcing service providers and see whether the development can be done most cost effectively in-house or by the local or international providers [26].

There is relatively little research on software Project Estimation and Measurement Systems (PEMS) and how to design and use PEMS effectively for redesigning and enacting the PEM and eSourcing processes. Commercial PEMS [4; 5; 10; 12; 34; 37; 41; 42] vary greatly in functionality and effectiveness. The intended users for such systems thus do not know what to expect from the systems and how to evaluate them.

This paper creates an information system design product theory (hereafter, design product theory) for the class of PEMS. A complete information system design theory (ISDT) prescribes both the product and process aspects of a class of IS, that is, what are the meta-requirements, the meta-design, and applicable theories for all products within the class and how the products should be built [45; 46]. The paper focuses on prescribing the product aspects for the class of PEMS because the existing literature does not provide such a theory. Yet, the theory must be an integral part of the PEM concept because the PEM business process cannot be enacted effectively without using a PEMS instance. Meta-requirements and a meta-design are derived from the relevant literature, the PEM process, experiences obtained during more than ten years of empirical work in FiSMA, and a commercially available PEMS. It is beyond the scope of this paper to study the class of project management systems used for coordinating and scheduling projects with numerous partially overlapping and interdependent tasks.

### 2. Research background and method

The first author started the development of the PEM concept in early 1990s. Software industry was growing and the number, size, and complexity of projects were increasing in Finland. The industry needed better ways of scoping and estimating projects. Commercially available estimation systems and existing models for functional size (e.g., IFPUG 3.0) and cost estimation (e.g., COCOMO and SLIM) were studied but found inadequate. For example, the cost models required extensive calibration to suit the Finnish context which was not possible because historical project data was missing. The development of new estimation models and systems together with systematic but light-weight data collection and analysis methods to establish and continually grow the project data set were thus deemed necessary.

For this purpose, LATURI project was started in 1990 with 16 industrial partners, including the major banks, insurance companies, a nationwide trader and retailer, and an oil company, all of which had large internal software development departments. In addition, two large software providers were involved. Laturi followed the principles of design science [11], aiming at maximum practical utility for both consumers and providers while leveraging rigorous research methods to construct and validate the Laturi software and its key artifacts for functional size measurement, situation analysis, reuse analysis, and delivery rate determination.

In 1991, the first author initiated the development of a new FiSMA FSM method for functional size measurement (FSM) in a permanent work group of FiSMA. Versions of the method have been used in numerous organizations and further developed based on the lessons learnt. The first author has participated in the global standardization of FSM methods since late 1990s, enabling FiSMA to crystallize FiSMA FSM 1.1 into an international standard [19] that combines the best practices of the other leading methods COSMIC [13], IFPUG [14], Mk II [15], and NESMA [16] while eliminating their weaknesses. FiSMA FSM also benefited from the ideas of Capers Jones [21, pp. 118-124] who recognized the need to measure the complexity of mathematical algorithms in order to accurately determine functional size in computationally intensive application domains. FiSMA FSM 1.1 represents the most comprehensive, widely applicable (across business sectors and application domains), easy-to-use, and accurate FSM method internationally.

Initial productivity factors for situation analysis were created in 1991 through a Delphi study where each of the 16 partners identified ten most important productivity factors. As a result, 55 factors were identified. The partners then voted about the factors, resulting in 15 factors [3]. By 1996, a total of 40 consumers and providers had actively participated in research; a total of 182 projects with a median size of 521 function points had been collected to the Laturi database, and extensive statistical analysis of the project database had been conducted. The analysis revealed that the use of only 15 factors lead the situation analysis model to become too sensitive for mistakes in interpretations and/or valuations of the factors. As a result, the most sensitive factors related to functional and non-functional requirements and the skills of project team members were split in several new factors and the important pressure on schedule factor (i.e., the higher the pressure on schedule, the longer the project is estimated to last) from COCOMO was incorporated, resulting in 21 factors [6].

The Laturi software was instrumental for establishing the initial database and creating and validating the associated methods. However, it was too cumbersome for large-scale industrial use. Therefore, the first author led two productization projects in 1997 and 2000 further developing the concepts of Laturi into an easy-to-use commercial product called Experience®. A new project has been launched in 2008 to further improve the product.
Organizations buy the product incorporating the project database and pay an annual maintenance fee to receive new product versions and updated data sets. They can add their own data to the database and receive reduced maintenance fees for each project contributed when they donate their data to the shared database. Organizations collect data using the same product, the value of every project variable is precisely defined, and the algorithms and rules codified into the product are transparent to users and publicly known, ensuring the validity and comparability of the data. The first author has also contacted the organizations providing the data regularly over the years to verify and check their submissions and to understand the evolutions of their needs and work contexts holistically and longitudinally.

The rapidly growing project database enabled the use of analogy-based estimation for determining delivery rates by identifying the most similar completed projects to the project being estimated. The first author participated actively in developing the estimating algorithms based on the database together with international research collaborators [3; 22; 23; 25; 31; 32; 33; 40; 47].


The PEM concept involves project-, organizational-, and inter-organizational (network) level of learning (c.f., [1]). Figure 1 identifies the main parties and defines the tasks involved in PEM. Top management, project office, and project management are parties from the provider organization responsible for facilitating project-level and organizational learning. The measurement network consists of (1) member companies, government organizations, and universities; (2) stable and long-term working groups developing and maintaining the methods and PEMS; and (3) administration supporting the utilization of PEMS and enabling communication, remembering, and learning at the inter-organizational level.

The process structure of the project level of the PEM Concept (Figure 3) is aligned with the process model for managing project scope defined by the Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK) [35]. The Guide has defined five groups of project management processes (Figure 2) including five scope management processes and 34 other project management processes. The project scope management processes of PMBOK within their respective process groups are explained next:

- Initiation process (Initiating process group) specifies the preliminary project scope statement, that is, the high-level product requirements, project boundaries, acceptance criteria, and methods for controlling project scope that are commonly understood and agreed upon by all stakeholders.
- Scope planning process (Planning process group) develops the project scope management plan that states partly based on the preliminary project scope statement how the scope will be specified, controlled, and verified throughout the project life-cycle.
- Scope definition process (Planning process group) refines the preliminary project scope statement into a detailed one enabling the project team to decompose the statement into smaller, manageable work packages that can be reliably estimated in terms of required resources and duration.
- Scope verification (Controlling process group) obtains the stakeholders’ formal acceptance of the project scope and associated deliverables throughout the project life-cycle.
- Scope change control process (Controlling process group) deals with factors that create project scope changes (e.g., deliverables unacceptable during scope verification) and controls the impacts of the changes.

The project level of the PEM concept consists of five processes covered in more detail in Chapter 4:

- Initiating the project and the software to be developed. This process corresponds to the initiation process of PMBOK.
- Estimating Cost and Duration. This process corresponds to the scope planning and definition processes.
- Progress Controlling. This process corresponds to the scope verification process.
- Managing Changes. This process corresponds to the scope change control process.
- Closing the Development Project documents, analyzes, and measures the project, releases its results, and suggests actions that may improve the success of future projects. It not only measures the realized total effort, time, cost, and number of defects but links the
measures with the realized software size of the project in function points, enabling productivity evaluation, benchmarking, and the different levels of learning involved in PEM. There is no corresponding scope management process in PMBOK.

Figures 1, 2, and 3 pay little attention to information systems needed to institutionalize the PEM concept within the inter-organizational networks. Yet, PEMS are critical in all the levels of working and learning. To study the extant literature relevant to designing and using PEMS and to crystallize prescriptive meta-requirements for the class of PEMS on the bases of the review and extensive experiences obtained in FiSMA, the authors co-advised the M.Sc. thesis project of Matti Matikainen. In the following, a summary of the meta-requirements (MR) is presented mostly based on the FiSMA experiences. Matikainen [30] provides a review of the literature related to the meta-requirements.

**Figure 2. The PMBOK process groups (ovals) and their mapping against the scope management oriented processes (squares) of the PEM concept**

**Figure 3. The PEM concept: scope management oriented project estimation and measurement processes**

**MR 1:** PEMS shall support the project manager and acquisition management in effort estimation through
- functional size measurement of software
- reuse analysis
- situation analysis
- determining the delivery rate based on an experience database
- retrieving methodological knowledge from the experience database to enable functional size measurement, reuse analysis, and situation analysis
- performing the estimations and analyses and
- storing the estimates and other results of the analyses in the experience database.

**MR 2:** PEMS shall support the project manager in
- automated project-level macro-estimating (i.e., rapid and easy estimation of the entire project on a coarse level) and
- task-level micro-estimating (i.e., time consuming and laborious but accurate estimation of each activity and deliverable of the project).

**MR 3:** PEMS artifacts (i.e., methods and models codified in PEMS) shall support the initiation of the project and the storing of project data in a standard format by enabling the project manager to
- select the most relevant methods and models for functional size measurement, reuse analysis, situation analysis, and delivery rate determination
- utilize classification questions that enable the determination of delivery rates
- adjust available methods and
- define the target software.

**MR 4:** PEMS artifacts shall support project manager in cost and duration estimation by
- storing and collecting data related to project size, cost and duration in a standardized format
- identifying the characteristics of the development environment
- collecting functional user requirements
- determining non-functional requirements
- estimating reusability requirements
- calculating the estimated size, cost and duration, and
- determining the target delivery rate based on similar internal or external projects.

**MR 5:** PEMS artifacts shall support delivery rate determination through internal and external experience databases.

**MR 6:** PEMS artifacts shall support acquisition management, project manager, and project office in progress controlling through
- change control and estimate version control
- defining a readiness rate of the project deliverables and calculating a new readiness rate
- calculating a new project estimate
- comparing the previous and the new versions of the estimate
- storing updated measurement data, and
- providing comparison reports about progress.
MR 7: PEMS artifacts shall support change management and its linkage to the estimation process by
- analyzing the impacts of changed or new requirements on the project
- calculating a new version of the estimate based on changed functional size, situation multiplier, reuse rate, and delivery rate
- comparing previous and changed versions of the estimate, and
- providing comparison reports.

MR 8: PEMS artifacts shall support development closure by
- enabling the project manager to close the realized functionality and to define the final version of the project data including the actual duration and effort
- determining the actual productivity (e.g., function points/h) and delivery rate (e.g., h/fp) of the project
- providing and delivering the final reports to project manager, project office, and acquisition management.

MR 9: PEMS artifacts shall support new development, enhancement, maintenance, and modification projects.

MR 10: PEMS artifacts shall require
- effective requirements process throughout the project life-cycle (specifically during initial scoping and analysis and whenever new change requirements or constraints require change management and impact analysis) to yield high quality specifications for calculating functional size of the software
- evaluation of reusability requirements
- evaluation of resources and non-functional requirements
- information about changes
- information about project deliverables, and
- identification of target delivery rate.

MR 11: PEMS artifacts shall support the benchmarking of software and systems development and maintenance processes with the help of different databases

MR 12: PEMS artifacts shall support top-management decision-making, new goal setting and project steering through
- benchmarking and
- deriving product and process development goals from the business goals.

MR 13: PEMS artifacts shall support software process and organizational improvement by enabling the project manager, project office, and acquisition management to
- control progress and manage changes during the development project by continuously analyzing the project, process, product and people related situational factors
- benchmark the current situation to past performance within the organization and the measurement network
- analyze the productivity implications of IT tools and software engineering environments used in the projects
- improve development methodologies and tools and
- develop the competencies of the people involved and reassign responsibilities respectively.

MR 14: PEMS artifacts shall support data quality assurance to ensure excellent data quality and reliable support for decision-making and organizational learning.

MR 15: PEMS artifacts shall support classification, categorization, and sample selection of project data (e.g., business sector, project type) for
- delivery rate determination and
- benchmarking.

MR 16: PEMS artifacts shall support domain-specific and organization-specific benchmarking.


Participants and Systems Involved in Scope Management Processes at Project Level

Several actors are needed to make the scope management processes reliable and fluent. This chapter introduces all different groups and systems involved in the five processes of the PEM concept. Three main actors participating in all processes are acquisition management including both provider and consumer representatives, the project manager, and PEMS. Other actors are project team members, the project office of the organization, the measurement network (FiSMA), and project databases and other project management systems interfacing with PEMS.

Consumers are responsible for acquisition management and broader scope, business management, and development program steering. When a software product line provider is developing assets for strategic reuse across the product line, consumers typically include the top management and other internal stakeholders within the provider organization.

Initiating the Project and the Software to be Developed (MR 1, 2, 3, 9, 10, 15)

The purpose of initiating the project is to ensure that the project and software to be developed are manageable and measurable. The active participants of initiating process are acquisition management, project manager, and PEMS. Complementary information may be needed from project team members, project office, and sometimes from the measurement network.

The initiating process starts when the acquisition management asks the project manager to estimate the cost and duration of a new software development project. Project manager gathers all background information needed from the requirements and other documents and by interviewing stakeholders as necessary. Then he or she uses the PEMS to establish basic information about the project.
(e.g., expected deliverables) and one or more pieces of software to be developed in the PEMS. The experience database contains several different classifiers (e.g., business sector of the customer, development type, and development tools and programming languages used) needed for project and software classifications. Project manager answers all questions asked by the software and then selects the appropriate estimation methods. The PEMS consists of several alternative methods that may be needed during estimating. Project manager makes her or his selection depending on the project type (e.g., new development or corrective maintenance) and recommendations of project office. Finally, the experience database is updated if there is new data available. Project manager may ask for the most recent data from the company project office or with its help from the measurement network. There are several project databases available for FiSMA members using PEMS.

The initiating process is usually immediately followed by the estimating process. Acquisition management typically doesn’t need to formally accept the initiation. But the project manager may ask for advice from the management whenever there is substantial uncertainty about the measurability of the software or the manageability of the project.

**Figure 4. Initiating software development**

The initiating process has become an increasingly important part of the PEM concept during this decade. It used to be the first part of the estimating process but this design lowered its perceived importance, particularly hampering the estimation and measurement of large projects. Too large projects need to be divided into multiple sub-projects preferably by the initiation phase and an appropriate work-breakdown-structure and project life-cycle model need to be selected to reduce project risk. Project initiation has thus been made an independent process. The process grouping of PMBOK [35] also helped to make this decision: the only process in the initiating processes group involves scope management.

**Estimating Cost and Duration (MR 1, 4, 5, 10, 12, 15)**

Estimating starts when acquisition management asks the project manager to estimate the effort and duration of the initiated project. The purpose of estimating is to collect and analyze all information affecting the effort and duration of the project. The deliverables of the process will be appendices of the project contract and the project plan.

Project manager starts estimating by collecting information of all functional user requirements and entering data of functional components and their characteristics to the PEMS. The PEMS supports several alternative functional size measurement methods. The exact list of questions asked during this step depends on the FSM method selected, but the information needed is based solely on functional user requirements. Again, the project manager may find the information from requirements specifications or by interviewing the user representatives pointed by the acquisition management. The result of this step is the functional size of the software expressed in function points.

The second step of estimating is reuse analysis [7]. Reuse may remarkably increase or decrease the effort needed. If there are lots of reusable components available for the project, the effort estimate is reduced from the average level. If new reusable components need to be developed during the project, the total effort estimate will increase. Result of this step is the coefficient of different types of reuse, varying on both sides of 1. The PEMS calculates both the coefficient multiplier and reuse rate of the project.

The third step of estimating is situation analysis. Project manager collects information about circumstances of the project. There are two different sets of productivity factors implemented in the PEMS. The method selection is made based on the development project type, that is, new development and enhancement [6] or maintenance. In both sets there are questions about the organization, the development process maturity, the quality requirements of the target software and the skills and experience of the development project team. The result of situation analysis is a situation multiplier. The better the circumstances are the smaller is the multiplier. If everything is average, the value of the multiplier is 1.

Next, the project manager shall determine the delivery rate (expressed in hours per functional size unit, h/fp) to be applied in the estimate. The database of PEMS contains data from several project databases organized to support the searching of past projects analogous to the current project. Projects have been categorized by development type, business sector, target platform, and dep-
loyed software development tool. If the project manager’s organization has systematically collected data from projects similar to the current project by all four criteria, the delivery rate is determined on this basis because the data best reflects the organization specific engineering and business practices likely to be applied to the project (c.f., [22; 23]).

When own applicable data is not available for finding analogies to determine the delivery rate, other databases need to be used. For the FiSMA network, the Experience® database (almost 900 projects from Finland by 2008) and the international ISBSG [12] database (more than 4000 projects from 28 countries in 2008) are available. Almost 10 per cent of all projects in ISBSG are Finnish projects, thus partially overlapping with Experience® database but the ISBSG database has a set of attributes slightly different from Experience®.

**Figure 5. Estimating software development cost and duration**

The fifth step of estimating is risk analysis. However, it is not a part of the design product theory. Based on the analysis of accumulated project data in the experience database of FiSMA, risk analysis does not affect the accuracy and other quality properties of cost and duration estimates. Moreover, there are no validated kernel theories for refining software project estimates based on risk analysis. It has been included in the estimating process because (1) members of the FiSMA network have explicitly required it to meet their practical needs and (2) it is possible that risk analysis can be developed in future research to enhance estimation and measurement to the extent that it can be incorporated in the design product theory.

**Progress Controlling Process (MR 6, 13)**

PEMS supports periodical controlling of the progress of the project. Acquisition management typically wants the progress reports bimonthly or monthly. In agile development projects, progress can be assessed after every sprint (i.e., weekly or even daily). Project manager retrieves the most recent estimate from PEMS, consults the project team as necessary to evaluate the minor changes in functional and reusability requirements and reuse of components that have occurred after the previous estimate was created, and updates the changes in PEMS. PEMS then calculates the functional size, reuse rate and multiplier, and situation multiplier (referred to as “variables” in Figure 6). Delivery rate can also be refined if it has proven unrealistic. PEMS then produces new versions of the effort and cost estimates. Next, project manager updates information about progressed deliverables (e.g., functional user requirements that have changed status from initiation to specified, designed, constructed, tested, or ready for installation). PEMS then calculates the readiness rate of the project in percentage (100 * the total functional size of the finished deliverables divided by the total functional size of all expected deliverables of the project). Readiness rate is similar to the concept of earned value, but earned value is typically expressed in Dollars or Euros rather than function points or percentages. The functions and phases matrix refers to a table, where the rows and columns represent, respectively, all functional user requirements and the phases of the applied work breakdown structure. Each phase has been allocated a certain percentage of the total effort during the initiating and estimating processes. For example, if specification accounts for 30 per cent of the effort and the size of a report is 5 fp, the specified report deliverable accounts for 1.5 fp in readiness rate calculation. The matrix is a crucial artefact of the design product theory because functional user requirements must be developed and tracked following a common life-cycle model, that is, each requirement must be specified, designed, constructed, tested, and prepared for installation. Finally, the project manager analyzes and delivers appropriate progress reports provided by PEMS to the project team, acquisition management, and project office and, when needed, has the possible changes in the project plan approved by acquisition management.

**Change Management Process (MR 1, 7, 9, 10, 13, 15)**

The desired outcomes change during the progress of the project. Existing requirements are clarified and new ones are introduced as the work progresses, and particularly when the first results are implemented, in both custom software development projects and in projects that result in software products. Changes in functional and nonfunctional user requirements affect project scope and thus need to be systematically managed from the early requirements elicitation phase throughout planning and executing [28; 39].
Change management process is started when acquisition management has a set of significant needs (referred to as idea in Figure 7) that have not been anticipated before and that will substantially change the scope if accepted for development. Such needs should be collected in the form of explicit change requests and analyzed throughout the project life-cycle [28]. Whenever possible, related requests (e.g., all requests related to security requirements) should be prioritized and batched together instead of dealing with them individually [27], their scope impact should be analyzed in a single instantiation of the change management process, and subprojects should be established to deal with the batches in order to improve efficiency and effectiveness of analysis and development work. If such a background process is not in place, numerous heterogeneous requirements may make change management very complex for the project manager.

The project manager collects the new functional requirements and uses PEMS to estimate their functional sizes and the total functional size of the software. PEMS typically helps the project manager refine and improve the quality of the requirements in collaboration with acquisition management because the functional sizing methods afforded by PEMS do not work well when requirements are unclear. Next, changes in non-functional requirements and other consequences of the changed scope (that is, reusability requirements, project situation, and delivery rate) are assessed and updated in the experience database and a new version of the effort estimate is calculated and stored in the database. Finally, a comprehensive report about the results of the impact analysis is presented to acquisition management who then makes the decision about the possible scope change.

Closing the Development Project (MR 8, 11, 13, 14, 16)

Normally, a project is closed when acquisition management decides that the desired results have been realized and the project tasks have been completed. In this case, the project manager (1) creates and stores the final version of the project information in PEMS, including the realized size of software, the effort spent in every phase of the project life-cycle, the duration of each phase, and the methods and tools used, (2) delivers the project reports provided by PEMS for acquisition management and project office, and (3) extracts project data for project office who may forward (parts of) it for use in external benchmark databases. PEMS calculates the realized delivery rate for use in estimating analogical projects in the future. To facilitate organizational and inter-organizational learning, project office is very active in analyzing and benchmarking the results internally with other projects, documenting the lessons learnt, and preparing and delivering data to external benchmark databases.

When the project does not reach the desired results but has to be ended anyway, the process is usually followed normally. For example, the realized functional size will simply be lower than anticipated. However, in the rare case of a complete project failure where there is no meaningful software deliverable to measure, no updates will be made to the project database to ensure high data quality.
5. Conclusions and Future Research

The contributions of this paper are the holistic presentation of the PEM concept and the meta-requirements and meta-design of the design product theory for PEMS. They help practitioners develop their estimation and measurement processes and develop or acquire systems and associated databases to enable the processes. The referenced FiSMA sources facilitate detailed implementation of PEMS instances because even the detailed algorithms are available. The PEM concept has been registered in 2008 and published with the name northernSCOPE on the FiSMA web-site [8].

Due to space limitations, the design product effectiveness hypotheses of the theory (clarifying the expected organizational benefits from using a PEMS instance derived from the class of PEMS) and the data model of the experience database have been beyond the scope of the paper. The hypotheses are needed for the empirical validation of the theory in future research. The data model is a crucial part of the design product theory. Software providers typically need their own experience databases and those of the software measurement network and even other external service providers to yield reliable estimates and benchmark their development practices against best-in-class providers. Currently the databases are incompatible and relatively small with respect to the number of projects partly because no international standard based on a validated design product theory exists for the data model and partly because no standardized policies and procedures exist for data collection and analysis of the databases and for calibration and validation of the estimation models. Future research and international standardization efforts are thus needed to establish effective and agreed upon data collection and analysis practices and a data model for the databases associated with PEMS. Such a standardization project has been initiated in 2008 by International Organization for Standardization and both authors of this paper are involved in it.

To further validate the theory, our future research will conduct well-representative case studies in a few member organizations of FiSMA. The studies will analyze how and why the PEM concept and the commercially available PEMS aligned with the theory have helped (1) a few consumer organizations systematically acquire software successfully through domestic eSourcing and (2) a few software vendors systematically deliver what the consumers had wanted in time and in budget. We will also investigate a new job role of a professional Scope Manager, who can assist and advise project management groups in scope management throughout the development lifecycle. That role has recently been suggested to be instrumental in further improving the effectiveness of the PEM concept [9]. To increase the generalizability of the design product theory, we will analyze during the validation and refinement process to what extent the PEM concept and the design product theory are applicable in the U.S. context. The validated theory helps (1) system vendors to develop productized PEMS systems and (2) the markets to know what to expect from the systems and how to evaluate them.
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